Little Paws Hut

Supplies
• large TV box
• painted canvas tarp (4’x15’) (This tarp covered both the preschool hut and the canvas hut in the main hall. See Savanna Stone Tarp instructions.)
• large umbrella
• 2-3 Raffia Table Skirts*
• umbrella stand
• brown paper
• Woven Reed Plastic Backdrop*
• stapler
• utility knife
• packing tape
• scissors
  • Open the TV box so it’s able to stand on the narrow edge and open up like a V.
  • Cut a hole for the window in the side of the box.
  • Cover the box with the tarp, and cut a hole in the tarp for the window.
  • Cover the umbrella with brown paper on the top and Woven Reed Plastic Backdrop on the underside using a stapler.
  • Add a layer of Raffia Table Skirt to the top of the umbrella.
  • Use the umbrella stand to secure the umbrella, and tape the box to the umbrella handle. We found that removing the handle of the umbrella allowed for a better fit, and we cut the umbrella handle with a hacksaw and taped the ends.